
Disclaimer: Babyfeg is an independant project that is not affiliated with 

FEG’s team, or in partnership with them in any way. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The BABYFEG Whitepaper aims to educate readers on our vision and 

strategy for this marketplace. Below we illustrate in detail our 

redistribution mechanism, which is designed to be a part in the FEG 

ecosystem. We are happy to be the pioneers of the FEG auto-rewards 

distribution system.  Investors can gain passive income in FEG just by 

holding our tokens. We chose FEG because it’s an hyper-deflationary 

project fully decentralized with a lot of ambitions, which means its value 

will grow massively in the future. They also have a robust ecosystem that 

will last for longterm passive income. 

 

A STRONG MECHANISM. 

Babyfeg is the future of autodistribution tokens and yield-generating 

contracts on the Binance Smart Chain. Instead of receiving our own 

BABYFEG token for holding, our community is rewarded in FEG tokens, 

depending on the volume and the amount of BABYFEG in their wallet.  A 

7% tax on every transaction brings a continuous flow of FEG tokens which 

are dropped directly into our holders wallets. Everytime our contract buys 

FEG, the price of FEG increases for FEG holders all over the world. This 

concept comes from the various BABY tokens using this system, and we 

have applied it to the best DeFi project on the planet, FEG token. 

 

A SAFE PROJECT FOR EVERYONE. 



The BSC sphere is filled with scammers and malicious projects. These 

thieves steal millions of dollars from real people, every single day.  We 

stand in direct opposition to these crimes, and thats why we’re taking the 

safety of BABYFEG really seriously. We have been as transparent as we 

can with everyone. Our contract is solid and rug-proof, and as a result 

everyone can invest safely in our project. Don't take our word for it though. 

We’ve been audited by TechAudit, and we are doxxed in private to a 

famous and trustful crypto influencer, The London Crypto. We are also 

providing a full team doxxed in our second audit, conducted by Dessert 

Finance. In the future, we are planning to do a Certik Audit, and maybe 

dox ourselves to our community. Our liquidity is locked, our contract is 

renounced, and we’ve divided the dev wallets to create a charity wallet 

(charity section below). Our only remuneration comes from the feg 

rewards we get along the way. Everything is transparent and can be 

verified on BSC Scan. Your funds are safe with babyfeg!  

 

A BANANA ADDED TO THE FEG ECOSYSTEM. 

BABYFEG is not unofficially or officially endorsed by FEG token, but we 

officially endorse FEG.  Our 2 developers are long time holders of the 

FEG token, and work for its success.  They conceived BABYFEG as a 

win-win project for both FEG and BABYFEG.  BABYFEG provides value 

for any FEG holders through our yield-generating contract.  BABYFEG 

encourages its holders to stake their FEG rewards into the FEG staking 

system to obtain more passive income. Everytime our contract buys FEG 

tokens, 1% of the amount is burned, and 1% is redistributed to all the FEG 

holders, according to the taxation function of the FEG contract. This 

means BABYFEG is helping FEG to become a sustainable and 



decentralized way of achieving financial freedom for everyone, even 

those who hold FEG but not BABYFEG. 

 

 

A REAL IMPACT ON THE WORLD: CHARITY 

A charity wallet with 2% of the BABYFEG supply has been created for 

donations to charitable organizations who support the causes that are 

important to us. The BABYFEG team is fully aware of what is happening 

right now to the most important forest and jungles of this world, and we 

feel the call to step and help in every way we can. Environmental issues 

are a danger for both humans and animals and we will support the charity 

organizations that are protecting both. Overproduction, deforestation and 

toxic waste for capitalistic profit are a huge threat to our environment, and 

BABYFEG wants to be involved in this struggle for good. Our charity 

wallet will go only to those organization fighting bravely, and who are 

working directly to save animals from extinction. We will gladly spend our 

charity wallet money to assist established organization in carrying out the 

vision they have to make a difference.   BABYFEG is crypto done right, 

we value the investment opportunities we give our holders and also the 

ability to build a brand, but our biggest desire is to be useful in combatting 

the most important causes of our planet. We are excited by this ! We have 

initiated contact with a variety of charity organizations and are looking for 

the perfect fit. All FEG rewards from the charity wallet will be used for 

donations. The charity wallet will provide never-ending funds for this 

purpose. Every donation will be documented for more transparency with 

our community, as this is important. Buying BABYFEG is not just a step 



to reach financial freedom, its also a way to make the world a better place 

for everyone. 

 

HIGH LEVEL MARKETTING ALONG THE WAY 

 

You know that BABYFEG is a great and solid project. But a solid project 

needs direct, organized, and thoughtful marketting to attract investors. 

Thats why BABYFEG created a 5% tax to pay for the marketting 

operations. Since the creation of our token, aggressive marketting 

(influencers, articles in crypto medias, Youtube, ads, shilling firms, etc.) 

has been bringing more and more holders every day. As the marketting 

wallet grows, our marketting campaign will be bigger and bigger and all of 

these funds will be used to build BABYFEG and grow the investments of 

our holders.  Our goal is that BABYFEG becomes well known, and rises 

to the top of the meme token world. No one will be able to ignore the 

existence of BABYFEG. 

 

THE FUTURE OF BABYFEG 

 

The BABYFEG’s team has provided an awesome roadmap that you can 

check on our website. We’ve got insane longterm plans for BABYFEG. 

First of all, we will develop an ambitious video game directly connected to 

the blockchain, with BABYFEG and FEG rewards included.  Additionally, 

we will create an awesome BABYFEG NFT collection that you will be able 



to buy and trade. A VR/AR application will be developed to watch these 

NFTs in real or virtual environments, on your mobile phone or with a virtual 

reality headset. We are very very excited by the upcoming FegEx 

autodeployer, and are preparing to list with them as soon as it is is 

available. Our biggest project, though, is to create the BABYFEG 

Foundation, for the express purpose of protecting endangered species 

from extinction. This of course could go in many directions, as we navigate 

how to best use our money and crypto platform, but our greatest desire is 

to create an animal sanctuary, where animals are brought to live and to 

be protected for the rest of their lives. And of course, a lot more surprises 

will come along the way.  

Investing in BABYFEG is investing in a bright future ! 

 

SO GET YOUR BABYFEG TOKENS NOW, EARN YOUR FINANCIAL 

FREEDOM WHILE YOU’RE MAKING THE EARTH A BETTER PLACE 

FOR EVERYONE.  

 

 


	A STRONG MECHANISM.

